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Organizations like yours work hard to help their clients, students, or patients to work towards reintegrating back

into their lives outside the organizations. What does this take? Life skills! We work with you and your

organizations to hit objectives that parallel to yours. Our horses are the MASTER teachers of life skills. They

demand personal leadership and can teach your clients how to apply these skills to their lives. How does this

work? Here is the formula:

HORSES + OBJECTIVE-BASED EXERCISES + EFFECTIVE FACILITATION + EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING = 

POSITIVE CHANGE

We don’t just wing it; through the Fundamental Principals and Form of Delivery we can guarantee an outcome.

The learned skills don’t just stay in the arena. All objectives are paralleled back to everyday life and help clients to

gain the skills and the self-esteem necessary to reintegrate back into the lives they were truly meant for.

What the participants will learn
is important; however, what they
remember from this program is

priceless!

Working with horses creates a unique memory that causes the attendee to remember the training far longer

than sitting in ‘just-another classroom’. Our Building Block   Curriculum builds on one particular skill each week

and then continues building on those skills as the participants move to the next week. With the help of our

Certified EAL Facilitators and horses, attendees build strong, solid skills that they can draw upon when dealing

with people, choices, and the world around them.

Unforgettable 
Learning
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